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Barbara Buckman: New Work

Barbara Buckman works with traditional drawing and painting media, provoking and engaging the viewer’s imagination while developing compositions that playfully question plausibility and logic. She develops her images by manipulating painterly elements and variables, constantly adding and subtracting, weighing and balancing, inventing and representing. According to the artist, “(she) uses stable geometric shapes and arranges them in animated dialogue with invented imagery and automatic drawing.”

The imagery references drafting, cartography, and mechanical reproduction, moving the viewer’s attention around and through the composition with letters, shapes, dots and dashes. Her forms also suggest playful production. Lego bricks, building blocks, and train tracks float among fanciful mechanical components. There is also a sense of weightlessness to her arrangement, as elements rise and fall above a far-off landscape. Gestural marks add energy, activating the composition where she alternates pristine graphic elements against richly layered surfaces. Together, these elements juxtapose a sense of simultaneous stability and risk with a strong sense of rhythm and movement. The small scale of these new works draws the viewer in close, inviting individual readings and the invention of individual plans.

Alicia Marván: Auxiliary Constructions

Alicia Marván is dedicated to contemporary and experimental practices. Her interdisciplinary approach to art and life has led her to an ongoing investigation of a variety of media that explores space, form, movement, time and thought, often in relationship to the human body. Auxiliary Constructions, volume 1 is a play-scape inspired by organic aggregate forms. This installation was designed specifically for BAS’s Joanna Angi Gallery and complements the concrete floors while echoing the yellow guidelines from the building’s industrial past. The resulting forms rhythmically climb and fall like a landscape viewed at a distance.

The installation triggers complex stimuli for the viewer, enabling a cross-dialogue between the sculpture, the architecture, and the viewer’s senses. This is the first in a series of works framed by the psychological term “auxiliary constructions.” This term is used to describe facts, situations and activities humans create to cope with distress and achieve happiness – what is referred to as “the pleasure principle.” Viewers are encouraged to interact and even play with the installation, enjoying the pleasurable experience of creative release while also constructing a new visual experience for the next viewer. Like the sections of the sculpture itself, each interaction dovetails into the next, connecting individuals and experiences across time and space.
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